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Solo Flight 

Hilary Hahn, Violin
ALL-BACH PROGRAM 

Sonata No. 1 in G minor (1720)
Adagio
Fuga (Allegro)
Siciliano
Presto

Partita No. 1 in B minor (1720)
Allemande—Double 
Courante—Double (Presto)
Sarabande—Double 
Tempo di Bourrée—Double 

Intermission

Partita No. 2 in D minor (1720)
Allemande
Courante
Sarabande
Gigue 
Chaconne

This program is approximately one hour and 40 minutes long, including intermission.

Please join us for a White Light Lounge in the Alice Tully Hall lobby following 
the performance.

This performance is also part of Great Performers.
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The White Light Festival 2018 is made possible by
The Shubert Foundation, The Katzenberger
Foundation, Inc., Laura Pels International
Foundation for Theater, The Joelson Foundation,
The Harkness Foundation for Dance, Great
Performers Circle, Chairman’s Council, and Friends
of Lincoln Center

This evening’s performance is also a part of the
Great Performers series. Great Performers is made
possible by Rita E. and Gustave M. Hauser, The
Shubert Foundation, The Katzenberger Foundation,
Inc., and Audrey Love Charitable Foundation

Public support is provided by New York State
Council on the Arts with the support of Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York State
Legislature

Endowment support for Symphonic Masters is 
provided by the Leon Levy Fund

Endowment support is also provided by UBS

Nespresso is the Official Coffee of Lincoln Center

NewYork-Presbyterian is the Official Hospital of
Lincoln Center

UPCOMING WHITE LIGHT FESTIVAL EVENTS:

Thursday–Friday, November 1–2 at 8:00 pm at
Baryshnikov Arts Center
Framing Time (World premiere)
Pedja Muzijevic, piano
Cesc Gelabert, choreographer and performer
MORTON FELDMAN: Triadic Memories for piano
solo 

November 2–13 at the Gerald W. Lynch Theater
Waiting for Godot
By Samuel Beckett
Directed by Garry Hynes
Produced by Druid
Starring Garrett Lombard, Aaron Monaghan,
Rory Nolan, and Marty Rea, with Nathan Reid
and Jaden Pace
Pre-performance discussion with Garry Hynes and
Robert Marx on Saturday, November 3 at 6:15 pm 

Tuesday, November 13 at 7:30 pm in the Church of
St. Mary the Virgin
Latvian Radio Choir
Sigvards Kļava, conductor
MAHLER: Die zwei blauen Augen; Ich bin der Welt
abhanden gekommen; Adagietto
ĒRIKS EŠENVALDS: Stars; A Drop in the Ocean
SANTA RATNIECE: Chu Dal (“Quiet water”)
VALENTIN SILVESTROV: Diptych
JURIS KARLSONS: Cum Oramus (World premiere)

Saturday, November 17 at 7:30 pm in the Rose
Theater; Sunday, November 18 at 5:00 pm
Only the Sound Remains (U.S. premiere)
An opera by Kaija Saariaho
Directed by Peter Sellars
Philippe Jaroussky, countertenor
Davóne Tines, bass-baritone
Nora Kimball-Mentzos, dancer and choreographer
Pre-performance discussion with Kaija Saariaho,
Peter Sellars, and Ara Guzelimian on Sunday,
November 18 at 3:45 pm in the Agnes Varis and
Karl Leichtman Studio

For tickets, call (212) 721-6500 or visit
WhiteLightFestival.org. Call the Lincoln Center
Info Request Line at (212) 875-5766 to learn
about program cancellations or to request a
White Light Festival brochure.

Visit WhiteLightFestival.org for full festival
listings.

Join the conversation: #WhiteLightFestival

We would like to remind you that the sound of coughing and rustling paper might distract the per-
formers and your fellow audience members. 

In consideration of the performing artists and members of the audience, those who must leave
before the end of the performance are asked to do so between pieces. The taking of photographs
and the use of recording equipment are not allowed in the building.
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Snapshot
By Paul Schiavo

Bach’s vast musical output numbers more
than a thousand compositions, comprising
various genres and a wide array of expres-
sion. His most ambitious works—orato-
rios, major church cantatas, and his Mass
in B minor—use sizeable ensembles com-
posed of solo voices, chorus, and orches-
tra. They are public utterances, intended
for congregants at the churches that
served as centers of civic life in Lutheran
Germany during Bach’s day. For the sev-
eral princely courts where he was engaged
or hoped to become engaged, and for pub-
lic concerts, Bach conceived another
important group of compositions: his de -
cidedly extroverted concertos and orches-
tral suites. 

By contrast, Bach’s sonatas and partitas
for solo violin are his most intimate works.
Their scoring for a single string instrument
guarantees a degree of quiet that draws a
listener’s attention inward. So, too, do their
relatively spare aural textures and mono-
chromatic timbre. Presenting only melodic
line amplified by touches of harmony and
counterpoint, these solos pare the com-
poser’s musical thinking to its essence. 

Nothing else in Bach’s music sounds so
introspective. Indeed, these pieces give

the impression of Bach speaking to each
listener directly, or even the illusion that
we are overhearing the composer’s private
thoughts. Neither of these notions is
entirely fanciful. We do not know for
whom Bach wrote his sonatas and partitas
for solo violin, or in what setting he imag-
ined they would be heard. But this is cer-
tainly chamber music, and probably in the
original sense of that term—music to be
played in a small room, even a bed cham-
ber, for just a few listeners. It is even pos-
sible that Bach wrote these pieces solely
for the delectation of violinists. The com-
poser himself played the violin more than
adequately, and one can imagine that he
thought of his own satisfaction, as much
as anything else, in crafting these extraor-
dinary solos.

The idea of hearing these pieces as private
meditations is in no way contradicted by
the fact that they include much music ani-
mated by the spirit of dance. Rhythmic
energy pervades all of Bach’s work, even
that intended for ecclesiastic settings.
While many other composers have
regarded strong rhythmic character gener-
ally, and dance rhythms particularly, as
inherently earthy and secular, Bach evi-
dently thought these fit for spiritual expres-
sion as well.

—Copyright © 2018 by Paul Schiavo



Notes on the Program
By Paul Schiavo

Bach’s compositions for solo violin consist
of three sonatas and an equal number of
partitas, the latter being dance suites by
another name. The composer wrote out a
fair copy of these six pieces, which he evi-
dently considered a unified set, in 1720, but
they were not published during his lifetime.
His motivation for creating this music
remains unknown. Bach himself was a
capable violinist, but the technical chal-
lenges posed in these works suggest that
he fashioned them with a truly virtuosic per-
former in mind. 

In both the partitas and sonatas, Bach
amplified the possibilities for contrapuntal
playing by an unaccompanied violin, using
multiple-stops (bowing across two or more
strings at once) and quick changes of reg-
ister to provide harmonies and counter-
point to the sort of single-line melodies the
instrument usually plays. Through these
devices, Bach managed to create music as
rich and complete as that which he wrote
for ensembles or for keyboard instru-
ments. J.N. Forkel, the composer’s early
biographer, remarked of this achievement:
“He has so combined in a single part all the
notes required…that a second part is nei-
ther desired nor possible.” 

Sonata No. 1 in G minor, BWV 1001 
(1720)
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
Born March 21, 1685, in Eisenach, Germany
Died July 28, 1750, in Leipzig

Approximate length: 16 minutes

The Sonata No. 1 in G minor, BWV 1001, fol-
lows the form of a “church sonata,” a
design favored by Bach and most of his con-
temporaries. This entails four movements 
in a slow-fast-slow-fast arrangement. The
Adagio that opens the G-minor Sonata is

especially grave in tone, its florid melodic
lines notwithstanding. Unlike other com-
posers of the Baroque period, who usually
gave the melody parts of slow movements
in skeletal form to be embellished by the
performer, Bach wrote his music in com-
plete detail, with even ornamental figures
precisely noted.

The fugue that forms the second move-
ment exemplifies Bach’s exceptional skill in
conveying contrapuntal discourse through
the single voice of the violin. The concise,
sharply etched fugue theme echoes in
close succession at the movement’s start
and periodically thereafter, with proliferat-
ing counterpoint sounded through multiple-
stopping. Bach relieves the dense texture
of the fugal passages with episodes of
lighter figuration that courses in unbroken
lines and even rhythms. 

The sonata’s final two movements strongly
imply dance music. Bach titles the first of
these Siciliano, and its moderate tempo,
refined character, and signature rhythm
(heard at the very start) are typical of that
Italian dance. The finale, with its rapid triple
pulse, suggests a gigue, which Bach often
used to close his dance suites. Although
presenting a steady stream of sixteenth
notes, Bach’s phrase markings create
rhythmic interest by grouping those notes
in varying patterns. 

Partita No. 1 in B minor, BWV 1002 
(1720)
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Approximate length: 32 minutes

Like the first sonata, the Partita No. 1 in B
minor, BWV 1002, unfolds in four move-
ments. This makes it nominally the short-
est of Bach’s partitas for solo violin, but the
composer expands the composition by
adding a variation, which he calls a Double,
to each dance. Although derived from the
music it follows, each variation contrasts
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sharply with its corresponding dance. The
opening Allemande proceeds in character-
istic iambic rhythms, while its Double runs
in steady moto perpetuo figuration. The
variation of the ensuing Courante essen-
tially doubles the pace of events we heard
in the first portion of the movement, while
those of the Sarabande third movement
and Bourrée finale again resort to flowing
figuration unpredicted by the chordal tex-
tures of the dances that precede them.

Partita No. 2 in D minor, BWV 1004 
(1720)
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Approximate length: 33 minutes

The Partita No. 2 in D minor, BWV 1004,
stands as the most remarkable of Bach’s
works for solo violin, chiefly because of the
Chaconne with which it concludes.
Originally a South American dance, the
chaconne (or ciaccona in Italian, “chacony”
to Purcell and other English composers of
the Baroque period) featured a three-beat
pulse in moderate tempo and, more impor-
tantly, a compositional form of variations
over a brief and continually repeating
sequence of harmonies. This variation for-
mat challenged composers to spin coun-
termelodies fitted to the recurring har-
monic pattern, affording opportunity for
rich musical invention. 

Bach’s use of chaconne procedure here
stands as one of his most distinguished

achievements. The theme, whose
sequence of austere but expressive har-
monies underlies the entire movement,
provides an inviolable pattern of four-mea-
sure phrases; together with Bach’s fertile
melodic writing, this gives the music a
sense of inexorable progression. The com-
position eventually reveals a coherent
large-scale form of three broad sections,
the central part turning to the major mode
to relieve the stern D-minor harmonies of
the opening and closing paragraphs.
Within these sections the music acquires
further shape, as accelerating figuration
and increasingly charged rhetoric build
periodically to strong climaxes.

Four short dances precede this Chaconne.
The Allemande and Courante each consist
of a single melody line, though Bach writes
these lines in such a way that harmonic
movement is clearly outlined. In the
Sarabande, however, as in the Chaconne,
Bach resorts to extensive multiple-stop-
ping, so that the harmonies are not just
implied, but heard. The Gigue reverts to a
purely linear texture, but its rapid string
crossing, arpeggio figures, and sequential
phrases once again give the impression of
fully realized music.

Paul Schiavo serves as program annotator
for the St. Louis and Seattle Symphonies,
and writes frequently for concerts at
Lincoln Center.

—Copyright © 2018 by Paul Schiavo



—Copyright © 2000 by Robert Morgan. Reprinted by kind permission of
the author.

For poetry comments and suggestions, please write
to programming@LincolnCenter.org.

The first music we don’t hear but
know, is inner, the rings around
atoms singing, the bright levels
in matter revealed by colors
through spectrum scales all up and down
the quantum ladder in fireworks
of the inner horizons, each
zone voicing its wavelength with
choirs in the tiny stadiums
of harmony of the deeper
galaxies, ancient octaves
and intervals, lit cities
within every speck of substance.

Illumination

Music of the Spheres
By Robert Morgan
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Meet the Artist

Three-time Grammy Award–winning violin-
ist Hilary Hahn is renowned for her clear
and brilliant musicality, expansive interpre-
tations of a versatile repertoire, and
organic connections with her audience.
Her creative approach to music-making
and commitment to sharing her experi-
ences with a global community have made
Ms. Hahn a fan favorite. 

She devotes much of the 2018–19 season to
a thread that has bound together her entire
musical career. This month Ms. Hahn
released a recording of Bach’s Partita No. 1
and Sonatas Nos. 1 and 2, after two decades
of anticipation from fans and critics alike that
followed her first album, Hilary Hahn Plays
Bach, released when she was only 17. She
performs solo Bach recitals in New York,
Washington, D.C., San Francisco, Toronto,
London, Vienna, Paris, Tokyo, Seoul, Berlin,
and Munich. This season she also serves as
the artist-in-residence at the Orchestre
Philharmonique de Radio France, with
whom she performed Sibelius in Austria,
Germany, France, and Spain, and premiered
the final violin concerto of Einojuhani
Rautavaara, written for Ms. Hahn and com-
pleted posthumously by Kalevi Aho. She
also takes Mozart’s Fifth Violin Concerto to
Japan and Korea with Paavo Järvi and the
Deutsche Kammerphil harmonie Bremen,
performs Prokofiev’s first concerto with
Järvi and the Philhar monia Orchestra in
Germany, and returns to the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra with Sibelius.

Bach has been a part of Ms. Hahn’s life
from the beginning of her musical studies,

including with her first teacher, Klara
Berkovich. At age ten she was admitted to
the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia
to study with Jascha Brodsky, a former
pupil of Eugène Ysaÿe and Efrem Zimbal -
ist, who dedicated part of nearly every les-
son to solo Bach. 

Ms. Hahn has released 18 albums on Decca,
Deutsche Grammophon, and Sony, in addi-
tion to three DVDs, an Oscar-nominated
movie soundtrack, an award-winning record-
ing for children, and various compilations. 

White Light Festival 
I could compare my music to white light,
which contains all colors. Only a prism can
divide the colors and make them appear;
this prism could be the spirit of the lis-
tener. —Arvo Pärt. Now in its ninth year,
the White Light Festival is Lincoln Center’s
annual exploration of music and art’s
power to reveal the many dimensions of
our interior lives. International in scope, the
multidisciplinary festival offers a broad
spectrum of the world’s leading instrumen-
talists, vocalists, ensembles, choreogra-
phers, dance companies, and directors
complemented by conversations with
artists and scholars and post-performance
White Light Lounges.

Lincoln Center’s Great Performers
Initiated in 1965, Lincoln Center’s Great
Performers series offers classical and con-
temporary music performances from the
world’s outstanding symphony orchestras,
vocalists, chamber ensembles, and recital-
ists. One of the most significant music pre-
sentation series in the world, Great
Performers runs from October through
June with offerings in Lincoln Center’s
David Geffen Hall, Alice Tully Hall, Walter
Reade Theater, and other performance
spaces around New York City. From sym-
phonic masterworks, lieder recitals, and
Sunday morning coffee concerts to films
and groundbreaking productions specially
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commissioned by Lincoln Center, Great
Performers offers a rich spectrum of pro-
gramming throughout the season.

Lincoln Center for the Performing
Arts, Inc.
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts
(LCPA) serves three primary roles: presen-
ter of artistic programming, national leader
in arts and education and community rela-
tions, and manager of the Lincoln Center
campus. A presenter of more than 3,000
free and ticketed events, performances,
tours, and educational activities annually,

LCPA offers 15 programs, series, and fes-
tivals including American Songbook, Great
Performers, Lincoln Center Out of Doors,
Midsummer Night Swing, the Mostly
Mozart Festival, and the White Light
Festival, as well as the Emmy Award–win-
ning Live From Lincoln Center, which airs
nationally on PBS. As manager of the
Lincoln Center campus, LCPA provides
support and services for the Lincoln Center
complex and the 11 resident organizations.
In addition, LCPA led a $1.2 billion campus
renovation, completed in October 2012.  

Lincoln Center Programming Department
Jane Moss, Ehrenkranz Artistic Director
Hanako Yamaguchi, Director, Music Programming
Jon Nakagawa, Director, Contemporary Programming
Jill Sternheimer, Director, Public Programming
Jordana Leigh, Director, David Rubenstein Atrium
Lisa Takemoto, Production Manager
Charles Cermele, Producer, Contemporary Programming
Mauricio Lomelin, Producer, Contemporary Programming
Andrew C. Elsesser, Associate Director, Programming
Luna Shyr, Senior Editor
Regina Grande Rivera, Associate Producer
Viviana Benitez, Associate Producer, David Rubenstein Atrium
Walker Beard, Production Coordinator
Meera Dugal, Programming Manager, David Rubenstein Atrium
Olivia Fortunato, Programming Assistant
James Fry, Technical Manager, Contemporary Programming
Jessica Braham, House Seat Coordinator
Elizabeth Lee, Company Manager, Contemporary Programming
Lucy Powis, House Program Coordinator

For the White Light Festival
Joshua Benghiat, Lighting


